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Abstract: The silt in the Yellow River alluvial plain typically features low strength and poor water
stability, and, thus, alluvial silt treatment needs an amount of cement to improve soil performance.
The development of an alternative to reduce or replace the use of cement in soil stabilization has
been a hot topic research for a long time. This paper develops an industrial-solid-waste (ISW) curing
agent using a response surface methodology, which is a novel composite material made of steel slag,
mineral slag, and two desulfurization products; its feasibility on improved silt is expected to be
studied systematically. The comparative tests of ISW- and cement-improved silt were conducted to
analyze performance and action mechanism. Variance and multiple regression analysis were used
to study the effect of factors on responses statistically, and check the significance and correlation
of the suggested models. Finally, the in-service performance of ISW-improved silt was evaluated
through in-situ tests. Results show that ISW-improved silt can present good mechanical properties
and durability, but is much weaker than cement-improved silt in the early curing stage. The strength
enhancement amplitude of ISW-improved silt between curing ages of 7 days to 28 days is larger than
that of cement-improved silt. The correlation between factors and responses is established with good
agreement. Synergisms in the ISW curing agent are stimulated in the alkaline environment, and are
conductive to connect the silt particles. The in-service performance of ISW-improved silt showed little
difference to that of cement-improved silt; both of them meet the requirements from the perspective
of in-situ application. Moreover, the unit cost of an ISW curing agent is less than 1/5 of that of cement.
ISW-improved silt has advantages of cost saving, resource recycling and environmental protection.

Keywords: alluvial silt; ISW curing agent; macro and micro test; multiple regression analysis; field
application evaluation

1. Introduction

The Yellow River alluvial plain (YRAP) is located in the northwest and southwest
of Shandong Province, China [1], which covers an area of 63,200 km2 (Figure 1a). This
privileged geographical position and abundant natural resources prompted people to
settle in this area very early [2]. A large population and active economy in this area have
generated strong demands for transportation facilities, especially highway engineering [3].
However, the YRAP consists mainly of alluvial silty soils, which are typically employed
as backfill for subgrade construction due to the deficiency of coarse-grained soils [4]. It
has the characteristics of high roundness of particle grinding (Figure 1b), low liquid limit,
low cohesion and poor water stability. In addition, the groundwater level in this area often
tends to be high; a strong capillary effect in alluvial silt brings 85% of in-service subgrades
to an over-wet state [5]. At the same time, the YRAP is situated in a seasonally frozen
region [6], and the moisture migration in subgrade soil easily leads to water accumulation
during freeze–thaw cycles [7,8]. Under the influence of two above-mentioned conditions,
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the increase in moisture content (Figure 1c) and the reduction in the stiffness, strength
and durability of subgrades directly affects the subgrade stability and threatens traffic
safety [9]. Therefore, cementitious materials such as lime and cement are widely used in
the subgrade construction of the YRAP to improve the water stability and durability of the
alluvial silt [4].
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Compared with large-scale soil replacement, the wide use of lime and cement in
areas that lack coarse-grained soils for soil improvement can save project investment,
and their raw materials are locally available [10–13]. Studies show that lime-improved
soil has low early strength, poor water stability and obvious dry-shrinkage cracking,
and it is no longer used in high-grade pavement base course [14]. Portland cement is
extensively employed in soil improvement (e.g., expansive soil [15], soft soils [16] and
dredged sludge [17]). However, the evaporation of water in cement-improved soil will
cause significant shrinkage and cracking during construction [14]. At the same time, due to
the high-temperature sensitivity of silicate materials, the strength of cement-improved soil
decreases sharply during freeze–thaw cycles, and cannot ensure the stability and durability
of subgrade structures in seasonally frozen regions [18,19]. Moreover, the production of
cement always releases a large amount of carbon dioxide and aggravates environmental
pressure [20,21]. Therefore, it is urgent to develop a kind of economic and environmental
cementitious material to reduce the use of cement and improve the frost resistance and
water stability of improved soil.

Industrial solid waste (ISW) such as steel slag (SS), desulfurization products (DP)
and mineral slag (MS), etc., has been used as backfills in all kinds of engineering con-
struction [22–24], but the stability problem caused by the water swelling of the large-scale
application of ISW restricts its practical application [25,26]; whereas, it provides an idea
for the study of improved silt in subgrade construction [24,27]. A survey shows that the
annual output of ISW in China is more than 3 billion tons, including 500 million tons of
MS, 120 million tons of desulfurization products (DP) and 100 million tons of SS, which
not only takes lots of land and farms for landfill, but also causes the severe pollution of the
environment [28]. A mass of ISW resources can be utilized to produce curing agents and
improve soil. Therefore, a great deal of work about ISW-improved soil has been carried out
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by scholars. Most of the studies focus on curing mechanisms and performance evaluation.
Lang et al. (2021) confirmed the good applicability of blast-furnace slag in the solidification
of dredged sludge [29]. Mozejko et al. (2020) explored the solidification mechanism of SS-
improved silty clay and showed that the alkaline environment generated by SS hydration
could promote the occurrence of pozzolanic reactions [30]. Lang et al. (2020) indicated that
the addition of SS could significantly enhance the strength of cement-improved dredged
sludge [31]. Huang et al. (1994) found that desulfurized gypsum not only enhanced the
pozzolanic reaction using sulfate excitation, but also promoted the formation of ettringite
expansion to fill pores [32]. Ye et al. (2021) confirmed the soft-soil-stabilized performance of
a GS agent was better than cement [33]. Test results showed that the unconfined compres-
sive strength (UCS) of improved soil could reach 4 MPa after 28 days with 16% GS agent;
that of the cement improved soil was only 1.73 MPa. Sun et al. (2021) developed a novel
composite cementitious material made of blast-furnace slag, fly ash, desulfurized gypsum
and cement; it was found that the early strength of improved silt soil was mainly derived
from the hydration reaction of cement components, and the later strength was provided by
the pozzolanic reaction of ISW components [34].

The above study results can provide important guidance for the research into ISW cur-
ing agents. Some results have detailed research on material proportion design and curing
mechanisms [35–37], but most of the results are still in the laboratory test stage [29–31,34]
and lack application research in practical engineering. Moreover, most of the studies men-
tioned above focus on improved dredged sludge and soft soils. In fact, the silty soils widely
distributed in the YRAP also need to be improved in practical engineering construction.
It is worth noting that the heavy industry in the YRAP is very developed, and an annual
increase in ISW by about 10 % (i.e., 290 million tons) of the whole country [38]. Therefore,
it is necessary to conduct a theoretical exploration and practical demonstration for the
consumption of ISW and the application of ISW-improved alluvial silt.

This paper aims to develop a low-cost and environmentally friendly ISW curing agent
to reduce or replace the use of cement in alluvial-silt stabilization. Combined with the
current construction needs of subgrade engineering in the YRAP, the optimal proportion of
ISW curing agent was determined by response surface methodology (RSM). Then, ISW-
improved silt and cement-improved silt were subjected to comparative tests (i.e., UCS
test, California bearing ratio (CBR) test, water stability (WS) test and wetting–drying
(WD) cycles test) for the performance analysis. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
X-Ray diffraction (XRD) tests were performed for the microstructure characterization
and mechanism analysis. Finally, the feasibility of using an ISW curing agent instead
of cement for alluvia-silt stabilization was evaluated using an in-situ test. The relative
investigation is expected to provide guidance and application popularization for the novel
ISW curing agent.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Test Materials
2.1.1. Industrial Solid Waste

Steel slag (SS) is the main composition of developed curing agent, which employs
the first-class SS powder from a SS factory in Laiwu city of Shandong province, China.
The common treatment method for recycling the Fe in SS is adopted by the SS factory;
in addition, f-CaO and f-MgO in SS are disposed and removed with bottom-convection
heat-conduction method [36,39]. Specific surface area of the SS is 420~550 m2/kg, and the
activity index is more than 95%. Table 1 shows the chemical compositions of the SS.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of materials.

Materials
Chemical Composition (wt%)

CaO SiO2 Al2O3 MgO Fe2O3 SO3 TiO2 K2O

SS 30.62 16.28 8.72 6.29 28.57 — — —
MS 44.71 29.29 14.85 7.33 0.39 1.28 0.68 0.41

DP A 3.44 49.93 36.17 0.79 5.8 1.12 1.01 1.17
DP B 45.35 1.56 0.8 0.35 0.12 50.63 0.02 0.41

Portland Cement 63.21 18.48 6.74 3.24 3.45 3.16 0.35 —

MS is the industrial solid waste formed in the process of iron making; the MS powder
used in this study is the first-class MS of an iron-making plant in Laiwu, Shandong province,
China. DP A and B were obtained from a power plant in Ningbo, Zhejiang province. Their
chemical compositions are shown in Table 1.

In addition, common Portland cement was employed to be as a control group for
comparison test. The compositions of P.O 42.5 Portland cement produced by Shandong
Jinan Shanshui Cement Group Co. Ltd. (Jinan, China) are also shown in Table 1.

2.1.2. Alluvial Silt

Alluvial silt of the Yellow River was taken from Heze section of Ri-Lan Expressway;
the soil specimens were subjected to common geotechnical tests; particle size distribution
of soil specimen is shown in Figure 2, and Table 2 presents the basic physical property
index of silt. The content of clay grain (d < 5 µm), silt grain (5 µm < d < 75 µm) and sand
grain (75 µm < d < 200 µm) were 13.7%, 73.51% and 13.79%, respectively; specimen soil is
judged as low liquid limit silt (ML).
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Table 2. Physical indexes of soil.

Items Values Specifications

Natural moisture content (%) 5.9 ASTM D2216-10
Specific gravity 2.69 ASTM D854
Liquid limit (%) 23.5 ASTM D4318
Plastic limit (%) 18.0 ASTM D4318

Plasticity index (%) 5.5 ASTM D4318
Maximum dry density (g/cm3) 1.81 ASTM D1557
Optimum moisture content (%) 12.1 ASTM D1557

2.2. Test Methods
2.2.1. Mechanical Test

(i) Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) test
The shapes and dimensions of test samples for compressive strength have no uniform

specification worldwide [40,41]. UCS test was conducted according to CN standards JTG
E51-2009 Test Methods of Materials Stabilized with Inorganic Binders for Highway Engineer-
ing [42]. The cylindrical specimen diameter was 50 mm and the height was 50 mm (see
Figure 3).

(ii) California bearing ratio (CBR) test
Specimens were subjected to CBR test according to AASHTO T193-13 Standard Method

of Test for The California Bearing Ratio [43] with YDLQ comprehensive strength tester for
pavement materials (see Figure 3).
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2.2.2. Durability Test

(i) Water stability (WS) test
The specimen size used in water stability test was the same as that of UCS test.

Specimen in the last day in specific curing period needed to be immersed into water (i.e.,
immersion for 24 h, see Figure 3), then it was subjected to UCS test, and WS factor was
calculated with the UCS of specimen met corresponding to full curing period according to
the Equation (1):

KWS =
quw

quw0
× 100% (1)

where KWS is the WS factor, quw is the UCS of specimen for immersion of 24 h, and quw0 is
the UCS of specimen met corresponding full curing period.

(ii) Wetting–drying cycle (WD) test
ASTM D4843-88 standard (2016) provides general guidance for WD cycle test, and

improvement and innovation were also made for the detection of WD resistance in specific
experiments [44]. In this study, the specimen size used in WD cycle test was the same as that
of UCS test. After the specimens met the target curing period, a drying process was first
conducted in each WD cycle. The specimens were wrapped with filter paper to achieve the
target moisture contents (i.e., 4%). Then, the specimens were subjected to humidifier curing
for 24 h with the moisture increment of 1.08 g/h, so that the moisture content reached
20.4% at the end of the wetting process (see Figure 3). The drying and wetting process is a
complete W-D cycle [45]. Finally, UCS test was conducted on the specimens, and WD factor
was calculated with the UCS of specimen meeting specific number of W-D cycle, according
to the Equation (2):

KWD =
qud
qud0

× 100% (2)

where KWD is the WD factor, qud is the UCS of specimen under specific number of W-D
cycle, and qud0 is the UCS of specimen meeting corresponding full curing period.

The average value of duplicates of the fore-mentioned tests for each specimen was
taken as the final measured data.

2.2.3. Microcosmic Characterization

SEM (Hillsborocity, OR, USA) and XRD (Zeiss Oberkochen, Germany) were employed
to characterize microstructure and analyze the action mechanism of improved soil (see
Figure 3). Specimen fragments crushed in the previous UCS test could be reused, fragments
of about 1 cm3 were dried under 40 ◦C and then stored in anhydrous ethanol. Silt powders
ground into fragments were subjected to the metal-spraying process for SEM test, and silt
powders were subjected to XRD test, exposure time of 1 s per step, sampling step was 0.02◦,
scanning speed was 2◦/min, and scanning range was from 10◦ to 70◦.

2.2.4. In-Service Performance

Resilient modulus (AASHTO T 307-99 [46]) is an important indicator to characterize
subgrade-soil stiffness and strength. To ensure the accuracy of the comparative test, the
resilient modulus was determined by field sampling with dynamic triaxial testing in the
laboratory. The degree of compaction and deflection are the quality inspection indexes
of subgrade construction. The degree of compaction in subgrade soil was determined by
sand replacement method. Falling weight deflectometer (FWD, SHUOGUAN, Shnghai,
China) was employed for rapid determination of the deflection of subgrade soil in case
study (ASTM D 4695-03 [47]).

2.3. Evaluation Schemes
2.3.1. Incorporation Proportion Design

Alluvial silt of the Yellow River was taken as the object of improved soil, response
surface methodology (RSM) was employed to determine the optimum proportion [48–51].
Central composite design (CCD) was used for the test arrangement; SS, MS, DP-A and
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DP-B were taken as the influencing factors; the different incorporation ratio of each material
is used as influencing level. UCS of improved soil after 7 days’ curing period was regarded
as the response value, in the consideration of saving the construction period for in-situ
application. There are 4 factors, 16 angle points, 8 axis points, 6 center points, 30 tests in
this CCD. Consequently, SS:MS:DP-A:DP-B = 52:20:19:9 was considered as the optimum
proportion of ISW-curing-agent-improved soil based on RSM.

2.3.2. Test Arrangement for Improved Soil

The improved soil specimens with two kinds of curing agent (cement and ISW) and
various curing agents incorporated (2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%) at different curing ages (7 days,
28 days, 90 days, 180 days, 270 days) were subjected to mechanical and durability tests;
test results were also statistically analyzed with variance. Incorporation and curing age
were considered as factors, whereas UCS, CBR, WS factor and WD factor were chosen
as responses. Curing mechanism and microcosmic characterization were further inves-
tigated. Finally, in-situ test of subgrade backfill soil service performance was conducted
for popularization and application. The whole evaluation study flowchart is shown in
Figure 3.

3. Analysis of Mechanical and Durability
3.1. Mechanical Test Result and Analysis

Figure 4 shows the UCS variation curve of the two kinds of improved silt with the
increase in curing-agent incorporation and curing age. It can be seen that the UCS of the
two kinds of improved silt grows with the increase in incorporation and curing age and
then tends to be stable. The incorporation and curing age are conductive to improve the
UCS, but more is not always better for saving costs and the construction period. A strength
of 7 days and 28 days show a large proportion of final strength; they are of some instructive
significance to evaluate the application of improved silt. The reduction in increase rate
is more observable when the incorporation is increased up to 6% and 8%. When the
incorporation is increased from 6% to 8%, the UCS of ISW-improved silt under different
curing ages is enhanced by 12.62%~20.37%, while the UCS of cement-improved silt under
different curing ages is enhanced by 12.38%~15.56%. When the incorporation is increased
from 8% to 10%, the UCS of ISW-improved silt under different curing ages is improved
by 1.69%~7.69%, while the UCS of cement-improved silt under different curing ages is
improved by 3.33%~6.73%. The UCS of ISW-improved silt is more susceptible to curing age.
At the same time, note that the UCS of cement-improved silt in early stages is generally
higher than that of ISW-improved silt with the same incorporation and curing age.
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Improved silt used as the backfill soil for subgrade depends on the compressive
strength to evaluate subgrade quality. CBR is another important indicator for the characteri-
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zation of subgrade strength. In order to further explore the mechanical properties of the two
improved silts, the CBR test was conducted and the results are shown in Figure 5. What can
be seen in Figure 5 is that the increase in CBR is significantly affected by the incorporation
and curing age. The reduction in increase rate is obviously witnessed when the incorpora-
tion is increased up to 8%. When the incorporation is increased from 8% to 10%, the CBR of
ISW-improved silt under different curing ages is improved by 6.29%~11.78%, while the
CBR of cement-improved silt under different curing ages is improved by 7.31%~10.78%.
Similarly, the CBR of ISW-improved silt in the early stage is generally lower than that of
cement-improved silt and is more susceptible to curing age, while it fully conforms to
the requirements of the minimum CBR of subgrade backfill [52]. From the results of the
UCS and CBR test, there is not much difference in strength of the two improved silts with
adequate curing.
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Figure 5. CBR of (a) ISW-improved silt and (b) cement-improved silt.

3.2. Durability Test Result and Analysis

Figure 6 depicts the water-stability variation of the two kinds of improved silt with
incorporation. When the incorporation is increased from 2% to 10%, the WS factor of
ISW-improved silt under different curing ages is improved by 47.73%~100%, while the WS
factor of cement-improved silt under different curing ages is improved by 47.92%~90.32%.
When the curing age is increased from 1 week to 13 weeks, the WS factor of ISW-improved
silt under different incorporations is improved by 31.56%~70.37%, while the WS factor
of cement-improved silt under different incorporations is improved by 25.42%~61.29%.
Simultaneously, note that the amplification of WS factor with identical curing periods (from
1 week to 13 weeks) declines with the increase in incorporation. Blindly increasing the
addition cannot make the curing agent act with high efficiency.
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Figure 6. WS factor of (a) ISW-improved silt and (b) cement-improved silt.
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WD cycles could deteriorate soil microstructure and incur strength heterogeneity.
Study on the WD factor is beneficial to explore the durability of improved silt from another
expective. The two kinds of improved silt were subjected to the WD cycle test; the results
are exhibited in Figure 7 (specimens with some incorporation that could not withstand
three WD cycles are not exhibited).
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Figure 7. Wetting–drying stability of ISW-improved silt under (a) 1 WD cycle and (c) 3 WD cycle;
cement-improved silt under (b) 1 WD and (d) 3 WD cycle.

As can be observed from Figure 7, when the incorporation is increased from 2% to
10%, the WD factor of ISW-improved silt under different curing ages and 1 WD cycle is
improved by 40.35%~59.46%, while the WD factor of cement-improved silt under different
curing ages and 1 WD cycle is improved by 39.66%~61.54%. When the curing age is
increased from 1 week to 13 weeks, the WS factor of ISW-improved silt under different
incorporation and 1 WD cycle is improved by 35.59%~60.47%, while the WD factor of
cement-improved silt under different incorporation is improved by 28.57%~60.00%. It can
be inferred that the WD factor improvement of ISW-improved silt under 1 WD cycle is
more stable than that of cement-improved silt. ISW-improved silt specimen with curing
age of 7 days and little incorporation cannot withstand three WD cycles, while the WD
factor of the cement-improved silt specimen can be obtained under same conditions. This
indicates that cement helps in enhancing the early strength is more obvious than that of
the ISW curing agent. Both of the two kinds of improved silt can meet the requirements of
durability. To sum up, ISW-improved silt can present good mechanical and durability with
good curing condition and curing age, and is expected to replace the cement-improved silt.
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3.3. Statistical Analysis for ISW-Improved Silt

The mechanical and durability properties of ISW-improved silt were further analyzed
and validated using general factorial design. Different incorporation of the ISW curing
agent and curing age were chosen as factors, while UCS, CBR, WS factors and WD factor
(one WD cycle) were considered as responses. Variance analysis and multiple regression
analysis were used to analyze the effect of factors on responses statistically and to check the
significance and correlation of suggested models; the variance analysis model is established
and the analysis results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The results of variance analysis.

Source Items Sum of Squares Df Mean of Squares F Value p Value Significance

Model

UCS 4.81

24

0.2005 4575.20 <0.0001 Significant
CBR 1.458 × 105 6075.29 7694.03 <0.0001 Significant

WS factor 0.6440 0.0268 879.50 <0.0001 Significant
WD factor 0.6608 0.0275 1119.90 <0.0001 Significant

A

UCS 3.34

4

0.8355 19,061.91 <0.0001 -
CBR 1.390 × 105 34,747.06 44,005.27 <0.0001 -

WS factor 0.3799 0.0950 3113.18 <0.0001 -
WD factor 0.3230 0.0807 3284.13 <0.0001 -

B

UCS 1.37

4

0.3425 7813.16 <0.0001

-CBR 5425.74 1356.44 1717.85 <0.0001
WS factor 0.2607 0.0652 2135.78 <0.0001
WD factor 0.3333 0.0833 3389.42 <0.0001

AB

UCS 0.1010

16

0.0063 144.03 <0.0001

-CBR 1393.04 87.06 110.26 <0.0001
WS factor 0.0034 0.0002 7.01 <0.0001
WD factor 0.0045 0.0003 11.46 <0.0001

Residual

UCS 0.0011

24

0.0000 - -

-CBR 18.95 0.7896 - -
WS factor 0.0007 0.0000 - -
WD factor 0.0006 0.0000 - -

Cor total

UCS 4.81

49

- - -

-CBR 1.458 × 105 - - -
WS factor 0.6448 - - -
WD factor 0.6618 - - –

As can be seen from Table 3, the UCS, CBR, WS factor and WD factor model are
furnished with a high F value and low p value which is less than 0.05; it indicates that the
models are significant. In addition, the positive probability distribution of model residual
of each model is depicted in Figure 8. What can be seen is that most test points are evenly
distributed in and near the straight line. It indicates that the residuals of UCS, CBR, WS
factor and WD factors are independent of the predictive variables, and conform to normal
distribution with fewer outliers. It can be considered that incorporation and curing age
have good adaptability to the UCS, CBR, WS factor and WD factor model.

Figure 9 presents the predicted value and test value distribution of the UCS, CBR,
WS factor and WD factor model. Most of the test points are on the line of y = x, which
means that the predicted value is basically close to the actual value, and the established
model is reasonable. The quadratic fit model as shown in Equation (3) was employed for
the regression analysis.

Y = X0 + X1 A + X2B + X3 A2 + X4B2 + X5 A × B (3)
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The fit statistics are presented in Table 4, which shows the factors are consistent with
responses in each model. R2 represents the degree of fitness and quality of developed
models; that the value of R2 is larger than 0.95 shows the corresponding model is well-fitted
and indicates significant agreement between actual and predicted responses. In addition,
the numerical difference between it and adjusted R2 is less than 0.2, demonstrating that the
established models are of significance in predicting the responses. The selected models are
well-fitted and highly significant and can be used to establish a correlation between factors
and responses; the three-dimensional diagrams are shown in Figure 10.
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Table 4. The results of variance analysis.

Model X0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 R2 Adj. R2

UCS −0.2695 0.1841 0.0917 −0.0096 −0.0052 0.0026 0.9825 0.9779
CBR −36.4012 30.1130 3.3160 −1.2070 −0.2449 0.4026 0.9922 0.9901

WD factor 0.2049 0.0692 0.0500 −0.0037 −0.0025 +2.8 × 10−4 0.9824 0.9777
WS factor 0.1015 0.0825 0.0477 −0.0043 −0.0023 −2.88 × 10−4 0.9588 0.9480
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Figure 10. Effect of incorporation and curing age on (a) UCS, (b) CBR, (c) WS factor and (d) WD factor.

4. Discussion
4.1. Scanning Electron Microscope Analysis

Figure 11 depicts the microstructure morphology of ISW-improved silt and cement-
improved silt with different curing agents incorporation and curing age. The addition of a
curing agent strengthens the cation exchange on the silt-particle surface and promotes the
agglomeration of particles [53]. A large number of hydration products are attached to the
particles of improved silt; floc or reticulate Calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H), and needle-
shaped or rod-shaped Ettringite (Aft) can be observed in ISW-improved silt with a 7 d
curing age (Figure 11a). There may be a synergism between the four ISW materials; the MS
and DP B in the ISW curing agent are activated in the alkaline environment and the calcium
aluminate hydrate (C-A-H) is converted into Aft. However, there is C-S-H attaching to the
cement-improved silt particle; AFt is hard to see in Figure 11b, which is consistent with
cement hydration mechanisms. In addition, vast quantities of pores between soil particles
can be observed in both of the two improved silts with 7 days curing age.

As can be seen in Figure 11c,d, many C–S–H and Aft are further produced with the
increase in curing age; soil particles are connected and filled by these hydration products
and soil strength is enhanced in this way [54,55]. Figure 11d indicates that dicalcium silicate
in cement-improved silt is converted to C-S-H; the pore feature between soil particles is
not obvious. When the reaction goes further, the production of C-A-H, which is hard to
observe, is combined with the sulfate of the DP and forms Aft. The interlaced growth in
Aft with C-S-H leads to tighter connections for silt particles. The pores of the two improved
silts with 28-day curing age are almost identical, indirectly indicating the fact that the
UCS of the two improved silts with 28 days curing age are almost same. The mechanical
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performance is attributed to the spatial reticular structures formed by the curing agent in
the improved soil [33].
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4.2. X-ray Diffraction Analysis

XRD patterns of different improved silt are shown in Figure 12, at 2θ = 26.2◦, there is
obvious diffraction peak of SiO2, which is mainly from silt particles. The diffraction peak
of C-S-H, C-A-H, C-A-S-H and Aft in the two kinds of improved silt with the curing age of
7 days can be observed in Figure 12a. It indicates the two improved silts produce similar
hydration products, while the diffraction peak of Aft shown in ISW-improved silt is higher
than that of cement-improved silt; the diffraction peak of C-S-H shown in ISW-improved
silt is lower than that of cement-improved silt. C2S and C3S in SS and DP can produce
C-S-H and Ca(OH)2 during the early stage, Al2O3 in SS can produce C-A-H by hydration,
which creates an alkaline environment [29]. The chemical bond of [AlO4] tetrahedron in
MS is broken, and the synergistic hydration with CaSO4 in DP produces Aft.

As can be seen in Figure 12b, the diffraction peak of hydration products in the two
kinds of improved silts with a curing age of 28 days rises; the active substances react
with each other further. The hydration and pozzolanic reaction consume quantities of
Al2O3 and C2S, and produce C-A-H, Aft and C-S-H, which is conductive to connect soil
particles and enhance the strength of soil are produced [56–58]. Note that the C-S-H content
in ISW-improved silt is slightly lower than that of cement-improved silt; Aft content is
slightly higher than that of cement-improved silt. This is due to dicalcium silicate gradually
participating in the reaction with curing age, and the reaction rate of ISW is gradually
higher than that of cement. It is also confirmed that the strength enhancement amplitude
of ISW-improved silt between curing age of 7 days to 28 days is larger than that of cement-
improved silt; the difference of hydration products between the two is caused by the
difference of their composition.
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Figure 12. XRD diffraction pattern of improved silt (a) at curing age of 7 days, (b) at curing age of
28 days.

5. Case Application and Study
5.1. Engineering Situation

It is of practical guiding significance to examine the in-service performance of im-
proved soil in specific applications. In this study, the in-situ test site (K55 + 700~K55 + 900)
was chosen from the Heze section of the Ri-Lan Expressway, which is the same site as the
specimens sampling site of the laboratory tests. The whole test section is divided into four
50 m test sections (section A, section B, section C and section D, as shown in Figure 13).
The degree of compaction, resilient modulus and deflection were tested at specific points
(i.e., different curing ages, different locations, different incorporation of ISW curing agent
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and cement, as shown in Table 5), respectively. It is worth noting that the results of 48 sets
of degree of compaction filed tests all met the construction quality requirements. Therefore,
the field data is scientific and reliable in this study.
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Table 5. Test cases of degree of compaction, resilient modulus and deflection.

Test Area Material Incorporation Test Point Curing Age Locations

Section A Cement curing agent 4%
Left: 4,4,3 7 days K55+700~K55+725

Right: 4,4,3 28 days K55+725~K55+750

Section B ISW curing agent 4%
Left: 4,4,3 7 days K55+750~K55+775

Right: 4,4,3 28 days K55+775~K55+800

Section C Cement curing agent 6%
Left: 4,4,3 7 days K55+800~K55+825

Right: 4,4,3 28 days K55+825~K55+850

Section D ISW curing agent 6%
Left: 4,4,3 7 days K55+850~K55+875

Right: 4,4,3 28 days K55+875~K55+900

5.2. In-Service Performance Analysis

The comparison of the resilient modulus of the two kinds of improved silt is shown
in Figure 14. It can be observed that the resilient modulus grows with the increase in
incorporation and curing age. With the same curing age, when the incorporation increases
from 4% to 6%, the resilient modulus enhancement amplitude of ISW-improved silt is
18.10%~24.42%, which is larger than that of cement-improved silt (15.64%~17.28%). With
the same incorporation, when the curing age increases from 7 days to 28 days, the resilient
modulus enhancement amplitude of ISW-improved silt is 10.93%~16.86%, which is also
larger than that of cement-improved silt (9.36%~10.92%). Though the resilient modulus of
ISW-improved silt is slightly less than that of cement-improved silt under the same curing
age and incorporation, the resilient modulus enhancement amplitude of ISW-improved silt
is lager.
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Figure 14. Resilient modulus with (a) curing age of 7 days and (b) curing age of 28 days.

The comparison of the deflection of two kinds of improved silt is shown in Figure 15.
It can be seen that the deflection declines with the increase in incorporation and curing age,
which indicates the quality of subgrade has been effectively promoted. With the same curing
age, when the incorporation increases from 4% to 6%, the deflection reduction amplitude
of ISW-improved silt is 19.15%~19.22%, which is less than that of cement-improved silt
(26.21%~26.37%). With the same incorporation, when the curing age increases from 7 days
to 28 days, the deflection reduction amplitude of ISW-improved silt is 61.00%~61.04%,
which is less than that of cement-improved silt (61.84%~61.92%). There is no doubt that the
influence of curing age on deflection is more sensitive than incorporation; improved silt
with a curing age of 28 days displays greater deformation-resistance behaviors compared
to that with a curing age of 7 days. The in-service performance of ISW-improved silt shows
little difference to that of cement-improved silt; both of them meet the requirements from
the aspect of in-situ application.
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Figure 15. Deflection with (a) curing age of 7 days and (b) curing age of 28 days.

5.3. Benefit and Environment Evaluation

Table 6 shows the statistical results of the unit price of curing-agent raw materials.
In practice, few costs of industrial waste raw materials are needed when the supply
requirement is large enough, and the processing and transportation account for a large
proportion of the costs. It can be seen from Table 6 that the unit cost of the ISW curing agent
is less than 1/5 that of cement. It will bring great economic benefit to the construction of
subgrade, ground and slope treatment.
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Table 6. Unit price of curing-agent raw materials.

Materials SS MS DP A DP B ISW Curing Agent Cement

Price (CNY/t) 75 350 35 65 121 650

The in-situ test section is taken as an example to evaluate the economic benefit of
ISW-improved silt in actual construction. The road width of the test section is 40 m and the
length is 50 m; the thickness of improved silt replacement is 0.2 m. The test-section cost
is listed in Table 7. It can be estimated that the consumption of ISW curing agent in 4%
improved silt is about 5554 t/ km; that in 6% improved silt is about 8172 t/ km.

Table 7. Cost comparison of raw materials in the test area.

Test Area Materials Incorporation
(%) The Total Amount (t) Cost (CNY)

Section A Cement curing agent 4 262.9 170,885.0
Section B ISW curing agent 4 277.7 33,629.5
Section C Cement curing agent 6 408.6 265,590.0
Section D ISW curing agent 6 389.1 47,120.0

It is worth noting that the heavy industry in the YRAP is very developed, and the
annual increase in ISW is about 290 million tons, about 140 million tons of SS, 70 million
tons of MS and 80 million tons of DP. A large amount of ISW accumulation leads to serious
environmental pollution, and the storage of ISW leads to the occupation of plenty of land.
Not only does the ISW-improved silt save a lot of construction cost, but also ISW resources
are effectively and legitimately utilized. It avoids the environmental pollution caused by
the improper treatment of ISW material and has extremely important social significance.

6. Conclusions

The comparative tests of ISW-improved silt and cement-improved silt were conducted.
Then, the mechanics and durability were analyzed, and the microstructure and action
mechanism were characterized. Finally, the feasibility of an ISW curing agent instead of
cement was evaluated through in-situ tests. The main conclusions are as follows:

(i) The UCS, CBR, WS factor and WD factor of the two kinds of improved silt grow with
the increase in incorporation and curing age. ISW-improved silt can present good
mechanical property and durability, but much weaker than cement-improved silt in
the early curing stage. The selected models of variance and regression are highly
significant and well fitted; the correlation between factors and responses is established
with good agreement.

(ii) Synergisms in the ISW curing agent are stimulated in the alkaline environment; the
interlaced growth in Aft with C-S-H fills the pores between silt particles leads the
tighter connection for silt particles. The dicalcium silicate gradually participates
in the reaction with curing age and leads the strength-enhancement amplitude of
ISW-improved silt between curing ages of 7 days to 28 days to be larger than that of
cement-improved silt.

(iii) The in-service performance of ISW-improved silt has little difference with that of
cement-improved silt; both of them meet the requirements from the aspect of in-situ
application. The unit cost of the ISW curing agent is less than 1/5 that of cement.
A total of 6% incorporation of the ISW curing agent is recommended for the ideal
in-service performance and economy. The ISW-improved silt saves a lot of construc-
tion cost, and effectively and legitimately utilizes ISW resources. It has extremely
important environmental and social significance.
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